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AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF PURPU ATTRIBUTED TO
IGNAZ SICHELBARTH, (AI QIMENG, 1708-1780), ET AL.
QING DYNASTY, QIANLONG PERIOD, CIRCA 1771-1776

Estimate: 600,000 - 800,000 HKD 

oil on Korean paper
the bust portrait depicting an Imperial bodyguard of the Qing empire, dressed in a
plain navy blue robe and donning a court hat with a red button of the second rank
and a one-eyed peacock feather, his youthful face of pale complexion and a slightly
asymmetrical mustache, all against a bluish-grey background, the upper right corner
inscribed vertically in Chinese with the characters Yuqian shiwei lingdui dachen
fudutong sandeng fenyong nan Puerpu ('Imperial Bodyguard, Commander of the
Northwest Border Militia, Banner General, Baron of the third rank, with the
designation Hero of Merit, Purpu'), and repeated in Manchu on the upper left
corner, the upper left corner of the reverse attached with a yellow label inscribed
Pingding liang Jinchuan gongchen xiang di shisi ('The fourteenth painting from the
series of meritorious officials who contributed in conquering the two Jinchuan [the
major and minor]')
73.5 by 56.2 cm., 28 7/8 by 22 in.
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AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF PURPU 
ATTRtBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH, (AI QIMENG. 1708-1780). ET AL. 
QlNG DYNASTY. QIANLONG PERIOD, CIRCA 1771-1776 

oil on Korean paper 
the bust portrait depicting an Imperial bodyguard of the Qing empire, dressed in a plain 
navy blue robe and donning a court hat with a red button of the second rank and a one-eyed 
peacock feather, his youthful face of pale complexion and a slightly asymmetrical mustache, 
all against a bluish-grey background, the upper right corner inscribed vertically in Chinese with 
the characters Yuqian shiwei lingdui dachen fudutong sandeng fenyong nan Puerpu Clmperial 
Bodyguard, Commander of the Northwest Border Militia, Banner General, Baron of the third 
rank, with the designation Hero of Merit, Purpu'), and repeated in Manchu on the upper left 
corner, the upper left corner of the reverse attached with a yellow label inscribed Pingding 
liang Jinchuan gongchen xiang dishisiCThe fourteenth painting from the series of meritorious 
officials who contributed in conquering the two Jinchuan [the major and minor]') 
73.5 by 56.2 cm., 28% by 22 in. 

PROVENANCE 
Dr. Wuensch, Germany, early 20th century. 

A rare book dealer in Heidelberg, Germany. 
E.J. Brill, Leiden, Netherlands. 1985. 
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The Manchu transliteration: 

Gocika hiya. meyen-i amban. meiren-i janggin ilaci jergi faifangga 

baturu ashan-i hafan Purpu 

The English translation: 

Imperial Bodyguard of the Antechamber, Commandant of the Northwest 

Border Militia, Banner General, Baron of the third rank, with the designation 

Hero of Merit, Purpu 

Purpu (d. 1790) was a man of the Erteken family of the Mongol Plain Yellow 

Banner. His father Batujirgal was originally one of the Olot Dorbet nobles 

who had submitted to the emperor. Pupu joined the campaign against 

the Dsungars and the Muslim Hoji Zhan where he won merit and rose to 

neidachen (Senior Asistant Chamberlain of the lrnperial Bodyguard. He 

was also awarded the hereditary rank of honour of Qiduwei. ~ h e b i o ~ r a ~ h ~  

mentions that Purpu's portrait was painted for the Ziguangge. Purpu 

was appointed bodyguard of the third rank He then joined the Burma 

campaign and was appointed Bodyguard of the Antechamber, and made 

also captain. In 1772 he joined general Wenfu on the second Jinchuan 

campaign he re  he undertwk a variety of military actions together with 

Fengjengge, Hailanca. Esentei, et al. For his great achievements during the 

war he was awarded, in 1776, the rank of Fenyong (undaunted'), Baron of 

the 3rd degree, received imperial gifts, and was eulogized by the Emperor: 

His father was the son of Ridi, Zifeinong'er, who when ordered to 

advance and exterminate rebels exerted himself to the utmost - sparing 

nothing. 

Weaponed and armoured, sheltering in snowy dugouts on icy 

mountains, he was so able at engaging and withdrawing that enemies 

dared not resist him. 

Afterwards Purpu distinguished himself also during the campaign against 

Taiwan, and again his portrait was painted for the Ziguangge. He was 

awarded the rank of Baron of the 2nd degree. He passed away in 1790. 
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